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BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE VS. INDIVIDUAL WORDS
Thomas G. White

In a stimulating and influential paper, Anderson and
Freebody discuss two plausible explanations of why
vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension are so
highly correlated. 1•2 According to an instrumental
hypothesis, people who do well on vocabulary tests know
more of the words in what they read, and knowing the
meaning of words "enables" reading comprehension.
Thus, knowledge of individual word meanings is
"directly and importantly in the causal chain resulting in
text comprehension." 3 A second version, termed the
kncrwledge hypothesis, sees performance on vocabulary
tests as a superficial reflection of background knowledge
of a given culture or domains within in. Knowing certain
word meanings is "only a sign" that the individual may
possess the (background) knowledge needed to
understand a text, and it is this background knowledge
that is "crucial for text understanding." 4 Anderson and
Freebody do emphasize that no serious scholar rigidly
adheres to either of these views, yet they omit discussion
of intermediate or alternative positions and openly invite
their readers to align themselves with the extreme stance
that is "most tenable" or "most nearly correct."5,6
My purpose in writing this article is to re-examine and
develop the instrumental and kncrwledgc hypotheses. I
review existing data and indicate the kinds of data that
would be needed to support the most radical form of
each hypothesis. I also try to sharpen and extend
thinking about relationships among vocabulary, word
knowledge, background knowledge, and reading
comprehension, though a thorough treatment of that
topic is impossible in the available space.

The Knowledge Hypothesis
One interpretation of the knowledge hypothesis I have
read goes roughly like this: Since (a) background
knowledge is the underlying reason for comprehension,
and since (b) reading comprehension and vocabulary are
highly correlated, this must mean that (c) vocabulary
scores primarily reflect background knowledge. Here
vocabulary knowledge becomes background knowledge

and the latter then serves to "explain" the
vocabulary-reading correlation. The difficulty is that
premise (a) has not been proven in the general case,
whereas (b) is one of the most solidly established findings
in all of the psychological literature. Because good science
avoids indiscriminate introduction of new terms, we
must ask what "background knowledge" adds and
question attempts to simply reinterpret or relabel
variables in a previously observed relationship. To make
the same point another way, this rendering of the
knowledge hypothesis seems to be the wrong focus. Of
course vocabulary scores represent "background
knowledge" in a loose sense; that is, vocabulary
knowledge is a subset of general knowledge. The issue, I
think, should be what vocabulary scores do not reflect
rather than what they primarily do reflect.
Much recent reading research has been devoted to
discovering how abstract knowledge structures called
schemata govern the process of comprehension. This
research has demonstrated that a reader's prior
knowledge strongly influences what is comprehended
and remembered from a text. It has led to a theoretical
climate in which domain-specific knowledge is
paramount.7 As might be anticipated, this Zeitgeist has
filtered into the "practitioner press" of publications for
teachers, sometimes in exaggerated form.
A recent article written for teachers creates a distinct
impression: Research has shown that reading is less
dependent on "specific skills" such as word recognition
and vocabulary than on background know ledge. This
obviously goes too far. Let us look at the study the
popular writer refers to, an investigation by Steffensen,
Joag-Dev, and Anderson. 8 English-speaking Indian and
American adults read two passages, one about an Indian
wedding and one about an American wedding. The
vocabulary in the two passages was controlled so that,
for example, the American students encountered only
two words in the Indian wedding passage that might
have been unfamiliar, sari and dhoti, and these were
insignificant for understanding. The results showed that
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passages matching the reader's cultural background were
read more rapidly and recalled more completely and
accurately.
The readers in the Steffensen et al. study were from
quite different backgrounds. Can such differences in
comprehension be found among readers from differing
s11bcultures, or in children? The answer to both questions
seems to be "yes" according to a study by Reynolds,
Taylor, Steffensen, Shirey, and Anderson.9 Black and
white eighth graders read a passage describing an episode
of verbal insults. It was interpreted by black students as
an instance of "sounding," a form of verbal play common
in the black community, whereas white students believed
the passage was about physical aggression.
These studies are striking demonstrations because
differences in vocabulary cannot account for the results.
But do they allow the conclusion that word knowledge is,
generally speaking. less important in reading than
background, cultural knowledge? Certainly not! What we
can say is that, in the universe of all possible
combinations of readers and texts, researchers have found
two cases in which text comprehension truly is
determined by "background knowledge" as distinct from
general knowledge, which would include vocabulary, or
vocabulary itself. I am quite sure that additional cases
exist, or at least they will be found. However, in order to
arrive at the popular writer's conclusion, researchers will
need to show two things: (1) Across most texts and for
most groups of readers from the same country,
differences in comprehension due to background remain
when vocabulary difficulty and vocabulary knowledge
are held constant. (2) Background knowledge can often
be defined or measured independently of word
knowledge, and when so measured, it is generally the
more potent factor, i.e., it accounts for more of the
variance in reading comprehension.
I suspect (1) above will prove most difficult. There are
probably not many texts that are so culturally loaded as
to show pure background effects. Or, alternatively, when
two groups of readers differ in background knowledge
they ordinarily will differ in word knowledge, too.
Regarding (2), current attempts to operationalize the
construct of background knowledge have, in fact, relied
heavily on tasks that could easily be seen as measures of
word knowledge. For example, LangerlO asks students to
free associate to key words or phrases from a text.
"Highly organized knowledge" is said to exist when
responses include superordinate terms, precise definitions
(of a word), or a reasonable synonym for a key word.
Further, "quality" of prior knowledge, defined as the
degree of match between concept relatedness judgments
of readers and experts, fares no better than vocabulary

(number of words known) as a predictor of text
comprehension.11
The point of this analysis is not to demean the
accomplishments of schema theorists, for they have made
and will doubtless continue to make valuable
contributions to our understanding of the reading
process. What I wish to say is that researchers and
practitioners alike should carefully distinguish three
versions of the knowledge hypothesis. First, there is the
ill-focused variant which says vocabulary scores reflect
background knowledge (see first paragraph of this
section). It deserves no further comment in my opinion.
The second, moderate version of the knowledge
hypothesis would simply state that text comprehension is
sometimes influenced by forms of knowledge which are
only partially tapped, or not tapped at all by traditional
vocabulary tests and other measures of word knowledge.
Thirdly, the strong - we might call it "overblown" rendition presumes that background knowledge and
word knowledge are demonstrably separate most of the
time, and argues that, in essence, background knowledge
is more important in reading. How tenable are the latter
two positions? Given the data and measurement
techniques we have now, it is plain that the strong
version of the knowledge hypothesis is indefensible,
whereas the moderate version is supported beyond
question.
The Instrumental Hypothesis
At one time in the history of reading research, many
investigators emphasized word recognition and retrieval
of word meanings from semantic memory. This historical
circumstance has given rise to a "straw man" or "nothing
but" version of the instrumental hypothesis that goes
something like this: Reading comprehension consists
primarily of decoding words and the stringing together of
abstract, contextually independent "word meanings."
Such a notion is easily demolished. It is possible to write
passages that are completely incomprehensible, even
though all of the words contained in them are familiar.1 2
Or, one can show that comprehension does not suffer
much until a fairly high proportion of the familiar words
in a text are replaced with difficult, unfamiliar words.13
However, no respectable instrumentalist today believes
that skilled reading requires only knowledge of individual
word meanings. Nor would anyone be willing to say that
word knowledge is the most important factor in reading
comprehension, although it is certainly a powerful
variable.
But the instrumental hypothesis does emphasize
Individual words and knowledge of word meanings. To
clarify this position, it is essential to establish what
"knowing the meaning of words" might entail.
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Assessment of both quantitative aspects of vocabulary
(number of words known) and qualitative aspects (depth
or precision of knowledge of particular word meanings)
is a complex subject about which developmental and
educational psychologists have written much. 14 These
discussions often focus on "partial versus complete" word
knowledge. However, for our purposes here a more
useful distinction is one suggested by Beck and McKeown
(see article this issue). They distinguish two kinds of
word knowledge: (1) accurate, rich, and fluent, and (2)
accurate, but narrow and relatively inaccessible.
"Accurate" word knowledge is revealed in production
or identification of a definition or synomym that is
judged correct, or by appropriate use of a target word in
a sentence. "Richness" has to do with the number and
quality of connections among words or concepts in a
reader's semantic memory. ''Fluency" is speed of lexical
or semantic memory access as measured by semantic
decision or sentence verification tasks. For example, a
child is asked to push a "true" button or a "false" button
as rapidly as possible for the sentence, "Diligent people
are lazy."
There are two essential points to make here. First,
accuracy is a dimension of word knowledge that is
captured by conventional vocabulary tests employing
definitional or multiple choice formats. In contrast, the
dimensions of richness and fluency elude measurement
by traditional means. Fluency cannot be assessed without
special apparatus for measuring reaction times to the
nearest thousandth of a second. And to study richness
one must present a target word for interpretation in
differing sentence contexts, all of them carefully
constructed, or else probe deeply into a child's
understanding of a word through free association or a
time-consuming interview.
Second, there are strong indications in the literature
that richness and, perhaps, fluency are pivotal factors in
the relationship between word knowledge and text
comprehension. Some studies have found that vocabulary
instruction enhances comprehension of passages
containing the instructed words; other studies have not.
The successful studies all seem to involve forms of
instruction that (a) build rich semantic networks through
active manipulation of words and frequent exposure to
words in a variety of sentence contexts, and/or (b)
develop rapid responding through speeded activities.15
This conclusion is not mine alone; it (or something
similar) independently emerges from three recent
literature reviews including one meta-analysis of effect
sizes. 16 The point is neatly clinched by Beck and
McKeown's study (described in their article appearing in
this issue). "Rich instruction" significantly improved

passage comprehension, while instruction that required
mere association of words and definitions affected
accuracy of word definitions only, not comprehension.
We come now to a statement of what I call the
moderate version of the instrumental hypothesis: Passage
comprehension is likely to be enhanced by instruction
emphasizing dimensions of word knowledge, richness
and fluency, which are not tapped by traditional
vocabulary tests. This version of the instrumental
hypothesis is unquestionably supported, just as we
cannot doubt the correctness of the moderate version of
the knowledge hypothesis. Please note also that both
"moderate" positions are dissatisfied with the customary
means of assessing vocabulary. They move us to inquire
about the deeper or functional reasons for the
relationship between word knowledge and reading, and
they offer two leads: (1) general or cultural knowledge
(not word knowledge?) and (2) word knowledge especially richness and fluency (not vocabulary in the
usual sense). It remains to be seen whether one or the
other of these leads will eventually bear more theoretical
or practical fruit.
According to the instrumental hypothesis, word
knowledge is "directly and importantly in the causal
chain" for comprehension. What this view suggests, most
importantly, is that if word knowledge is increased,
reading comprehension will also increase. "Reading
comprehension" here refers to overall reading
comprehension; that is, comprehension across a variety
of different texts, as opposed to "passage comprehension,"
which is comprehension of a limited number of passages
containing words that have been specifically targeted for
instruction. I call this idea the "instrumental-activist"
position.
The instrumental activists tend to believe that reading
comprehension can be improved through direct teaching
of particular sets of words. The opponents of the activists
say studies showing that vocabulary instruction affects
passage comprehension are misleading, inasmuch as the
passages used to study comprehension are contrived.
Typically, ten percent or so of the words comprising the
test passages are target (instructed) words. In reality, the
opponents say, there are far too many words to be
taught. The few words that can be taught are not likely
to appear in a passage selected at random or, say, on a
standardized test of reading. So, as Nagy and Herman
(whose article also appears in this issue) assert, it is
"highly unlikely that teaching individual word meanings
could ever produce more than a very slight increase in
general reading comprehension." 17
I want to argue that the instrumental-activist position
should not be dismissed prematurely. Let us examine the
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data first. Mezynski'sl 8 review of the literature on
vocabulary instruction indicates - in sharp contrast to
the many studies of reading comprehension - that there
have been just two published studies which included a
proven test of general reading comprehension, such as
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills (ITBS), as an outcome
measure. I review these studies in some detail below
because of their importance.
Draper and Moeller19 conducted a large-scale
vocabulary development project in predominantly black
and relatively poor urban elementary schools in St. Louis.
Instruction consisted of teaching 1,800 words in
30-minute radio broadcasts three times a week for an
entire school year. In each lesson, the radio teacher
defined 20 words, gave synomyms and antonyms, and
presented stories containing the words. Subsequent
opportunities to review and use the words were
provided. The review and story integration features made
the instruction relatively "rich" in our terms.
Approximately 8,000 students at each of three grade
levels - fourth, fifth and sixth - participated in the
project. These children showed a mean pretest-posttest
gain of .73 grade equivalents on the ITBS reading subtest.
The expected gain, based on previous years, was about
.63 grade equivalents.
Beck, Perfetti, and McKeown, 20 who also worked with
a population of urban, low socioeconomic status, mainly
black children, taught 104 words in approximately 75
30-minute lessons over a six-month period. Their "rich"
program of vocabulary instruction, which is described in
the Beck and McKeown article in this issue, produced
significantly greater gains than no instruction on the ITBS
reading subtest. The mean percentile for instructed
students rose from 37 to 45, whereas a matched group of
instructed students showed no improvement relative to
the norm, i.e., 36th percentile at pretest and 34th at
posttest.
Now we should apply a fairly exacting standard of
interpretation to the Draper and Moeller and Beck et al.
studies, just as we did for research bearing on the
knowledge hypothesis. The Draper and Moeller study is
flawed by its use of a simple pre-post design. Although
the test data from previous years seem to rule out
maturation, cohort effects might still account for the
observed gains: In the particular year the study was
done, reading grade levels could have improved more
that usual for extraneous reasons other than the
vocabulary instruction.
In the Beck et al. study, an intact classroom was
designated as the experimental (instructed) group, while
the uninstructed comparison group was comprised of
students matched with the experimental subjects on the

basis of pretest reading scores. The matching procedure
controls for sampling bias; the superior performance of
the instructed group cannot be due to greater ability. But
another difficulty remains: All of the experimental
subjects were in the same class and were taught by the
same teacher. If that teacher was extraordinarily skilled,
her students might have progressed more rapidly in
reading comprehension than the control group without
any vocabulary instruction.
To summarize, the Moeller and Draper and Beck et al.
studies offer only equivocal support for the
instrumental-activist position. Yet there is no empirical
reason to think that a well-designed, systematic program
of instruction on the meanings of individual words
would necessarily fail to have impact on reading
comprehension, provided the program is carried out over
a period of time so that enough words could be taught.
How many words is "enough?" This is admittedly a
controversial and unresolved issue.
Suppose we are concerned with low-achieving,
non-mainstream students who are well below the mean
for their age group in both vocabulary and reading
comprehension. According to Nagy and Herman in this
issue, for grades four through 12, there is about a 4,000to 5,000-word gap between a child at the 25th percentile
in vocabulary and a child at the 50th percentile.
Therefore, they argue that even an ambitious program of
vocabulary instruction could not hope to cover enough
words to raise a low-vocabulary student to the mean.
While this is ostensibly true, it may not be necessary to
close all of the vocabulary gap in order to produce
significant improvement in reading comprehension. To
understand why, consider three findings. First, the 4,000
most frequent words account for approximately 98
percent of the words in running text. 21 Second, Graves,
Brunetti, and Slater 22 estimate that, for the 5,044 most
frequent words in printed school English, middle class
second and third grade students know about 1,200 more
words than lower class students. Thus, the gap is much
smaller - perhaps it is even manageable - for the words
which can be safely assumed to carry most of the
semantic weight in elementary texts. Finally, there is
evidence that vocabulary instruction enhances passage
comprehension differentially, with middle grade students
who are reading below grade level profiting more than
average readers.23
Similarly, Beck and McKeown (in this issue) provide a
provocative analysis of words in printed school English.
"Tier one" words are so common that they need not be
taught; most children would already know them by the
time they enter school. "Tier three" words require no
special attention either, because they are quite rare and
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best learned when the need arises (e.g., in a content area
or narrow domain of expertise). Finally, "tier two"
contains moderate frequency, generally useful words,
such as unique, retort, influence, and ponder. These words
are prime targets for direct instruction.
Beck and McKeown suggest that 40 percent of the 7,000
word families making up the second tier could be taught
in a "rich" vocabulary program covering 400 words per
year during grades three through nine. This might be a
good idea, in particular for less skilled readers who may
not effectively learn word meanings through reading. It
should be pointed out that the observed gains in the Beck
et al. study24 were small in absolute terms, and that
another intervention, such as direct teaching of reading
strategies or reading awareness, might have produced
better results. However, this currently popular approach
has not been effective, at least when it is judged by the
same standard, namely, improvement on a standardized
test of reading comprehension.25 Even if strategy or
awareness training is subsequently shown to be effective,
studies directly comparing long-term, rich vocabulary
instruction with some form of strategy training will need
to be done before we can assert as scientists that
vocabulary instruction is a less effective means of
improving reading comprehension.

Beyond Comprehension
I have elaborated the knowledge and instrumental
hypotheses as I saw fit. Instead of two radically different
positions, we ended with six, as follows: (1) A wrongly
focused knowledge position. In order to explain the
correlation between vocabulary and reading
comprehension, it says vocabulary scores reflect mostly
background knowledge. (2) A presumptive strong
knowledge position. It assumes that word knowledge and
background knowledge are separable and maintains that
the latter is a more powerful determinant of reading
comprehension. (3) A moderate version of the knowledge
hypothesis which states that text comprehension is
sometimes influenced by forms of knowledge that are not
measured by traditional vocabulary tests or other
measures of word knowledge. (4) A "straw man" version
of the instrumental hypothesis. It asserts that reading
comprehension involves only word recognition and
access to the meanings of individual words. (5) A
moderate version of the instrumental hypothesis which
states that vocabulary instruction emphasizing richness
and fluency affects passage comprehension. (6) The
instrumental-activist position which argues that overall
reading comprehension can be enhanced via vocabulary
instruction,
Position 1 goes nowhere. It offers nothing more than

an unparsimonious explanation of existing data. Position
2 is not supported by current data and its future does not
look bright. Position 4 is not taken seriously by anyone.
And Position 6 is uncertain in light of currently available
data, though it can by no means be ruled out.
This leaves the moderate versions of the knowledge
and instrumental hypotheses, Positions 3 and 5. Each of
these has sound empirical support, but neither of them is
likely to shake curricular or instructional practices now
in effect. Three-quarters of primary grade teachers
already introduce vocabulary as a pre-passage-reading
activity (Position 5), and more than half of them attempt
to activate or supply "background knowledge" (Position
3). For intermediate grades these percentages are about 85
and 50, respectively. 26 So I would like to close with one
final thought: Vocabulary instruction serves other
purposes besides the amelioration of reading
comprehension. As Nagy and Herman acknowledged in
this issue, a major goal of vocabulary instruction is to
develop children's use of words in speaking and writing.
Even if it had no effect on reading comprehension
whatsoever, a vocabulary instruction program like Beck
and McKeown's, or one incorporating some of the ideas
in the Graves and Duin article (this issue) would
contribute to childrens' verbal functioning in a way that
mere reading most probably would not. This is not to say
that sustained reading is of little value. In all likelihood it
is of great importance, but it is not sufficient by itself.
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